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1. IKTRODUCTION 
Let A = (uij) be an n x n complex matrix. Many theorems ensure 
the existence of n numbers pr, p2,. . . , pn such that all the eigenvalues of 
A belong to the union of the n disks, 
The radii of the disks pi, 1 ,( i ,( n, depend only on the absolute values of 
the off-diagonal elements of A. The best known among these theorems 
is Gerschgorin’s theorem [5], which states that the union of the n disks, 
contains all the eigenvalues of A. Henceforth we shall refer to theorems 
of this kind as inclusion theorems of the Gerschgorin type. 
Let x1, x2,. . ., x, be positive numbers. Denote by x = (xi) the 
positive vector with components x1, x2,. . . , x, and by X(x) = 
diag(x,, . . , x,) the corresponding positive diagonal matrix. Consider 
now the matrix X-l/IX similar to A. This matrix has the same eigenvalues 
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and the same diagonal elements as A. Hence the numbers 
are radii of an inclusion theorem of Gerschgorin type for any positive 
vector x = (xi). 
The following theorem was proved in [Z]; see also [6]. 
THEOREM 1. Let B = (bij) be an n x n nonnegative irreducible matrix 
with bi, = 0, 1 < i < n. If the positive numbers pl, pe,. . , pn fulfill for 
any matrix A = (aij) such that laijl = bij, 1 < i, j < n, i # j, theprokerty 
that all the ea’genvalues of A lie in the union of the n disks, 
/~-4<p,, i=l,...,n, 
then there exists a positive vector x = (xi) such that 
This theorem ensures that, if A is an irreducible matrix, then every 
inclusion theorem of the Gerschgorin type follows from Gerschgorin’s 
theorem applied to the matrix X-IAX, where X is a positive diagonal 
matrix. 
LetN={l,Z,..., n},ScN,andS=N-S(Sor.qcanbeempty). 
In addition to the inclusion theorems of the Gerschgorin type there are 
inclusion theorems which ensure that all the eigenvalues of A lie in the 
union of the n regions, 
k - aiil 3 pi, i E s, 
where the numbers pi, 1 < i < n, depend only on the absolute values 
of the off-diagonal elements of A. The best known among these theorems 
is Schneider’s [7], which states that, for any permutation $ defined on 
N, the set S is given by S = {i: 1 < i < YZ, $(i) = i)}, and the pi’s are 
given by 
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Henceforth we shall refer to theorems of this kind as inclusion theorems 
o/ the Schneider type. We shall prove that essentially every inclusion 
theorem of this type for A follows from Schneider’s theorem applied to 
the matrix X-r/IX, where X is a positive diagonal matrix. For S = N 
this result reduces to Theorem 1. 
2. DEFINITIOKS, NOTATIOX, AND BASIC THEOREhlS 
Let N = (1, 2,. . . , n], SC N, and S = N - S. Denote by I(S) the 
number of elements in S(I(S) = 0 if S = $), and by A(S) the principal 
submatrix of A based on the rows and columns with indices in S. 
Let +, ZJ be any permutations defined on IV. A (generalized) diagonal 
of A is the sequence a,,(,), a,+(,), . . . , an6(,). A permutation matrix is a 
matrix whose entries equal 0 or 1, and such that in every row and in 
every column there is exactly one element equal to 1. For any permutation 
4 we denote by P, the permutation matrix corresponding to 4, defined by 
P, = (6,,,,,), where dij is the Kronecker delta. 
We say that A is strictly diagonally dominant if the n strict inequalities 
1% >i=$+ilaiiL i = 1,2,. . ., 92, (1) 
hold. 
To facilitate the proof of the main theorem, we state now the basic 
definitions and theorems which we shall need. 
Let A = (Q) be an n x n real matrix. A is an essentially nonnegative 
matrix [8] if aij > 0, 1 < i, j < n, i f i. Obviously, A is essentially 
nonnegative if and only if there exists a p > 0 such that A + ,uI is 
nonnegative. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = (aij) be a?z essentially nonnegative matrix. Then 
(i) A has a real eigenvalue v(A) wch that, for every eigenvalue ii of 
A, v(A) > Re il. 
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(ii) To v(A) belongs a nonnegative eigenvector. 
(iii) If B > A, then v(B) > v(A). 
(iv) 
I" < v(A) < max c aij 
l<i<n j-1 \ 
If A is also irreducible, then: 
(v) If iz is an eigenvalue of A such that il # v(A), then v(A) > Re il. 
(vi) To v(A) belongs a positive eigenvector. 
(vii) If B > A and A # B, then v(B) > v(A). 
We call v(A) the right eigenvalue of A. We note that v(A) is a continuous 
function of the elements of A. 
Denote by 2 the family of all real matrices with nonpositive off- 
diagonal elements. The following theorem is part of a theorem proved by 
Fiedler and Ptak [3, Theorem 4.31. 
THEOREM 3. Let A E 2. The follozing two statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that AD is strictly 
diagonally dominant and its main diagonal is positive. 
(ii) The real part of every eigenvalue of A is positive. 
A matrix belonging to 2 and fulfilling one of the statements (and 
therefore both) of Theorem 3 is called an M-matrix. 
Remark. If A is an M-matrix, then - A is essentially nonnegative, 
with a negative right eigenvalue. 
Let A be an M x n complex matrix. Then the class of matrices 
ijA = {B = (bfj): lbijl = laijl, i, i = 1,. . ., n} 
is called the equimodular family of A. We say that Q, is a regular family 
if every matrix in 5, is regular. Camion and Hoffman [l] gave a necessary 0 
and sufficient condition for the regularity of Qn,: 
THEOREM 4. The following properties aye equivalent. 
(i) fi, is regular. 
(ii) There exists a permutation matrix P and a positive diagonal matrix 
D such that APD a’s strictly diagonally dominant. 
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Remark. The permutation matrix mentioned in Theorem 4 is unique, 
and is the permutation matrix P, corresponding to the unique permutation 
4 which satisfies 
(2) 
for each permutation $I, # # q5. 
We state also the following evident lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let A = (aij) be an irreducible matrix and $ any permutation. 
If aii # O for each i such that i # $(i), then 13 = AP, is also irreducible. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 5. Let B = (bij) be a nonnegative and irreducible matrix 
with bii = 0, 1 < i < n. Let S C N a-rzd s = N - S (S OY .? can be the 
ern$tJl set 0). If 0 < l(s) < n, ale assume that the nonnegative principal 
submatrix B(S) possesses at least one positive diagonal. Let pl, p2,. . , pn, 
be positive numbers fulfilling, for every matrix A = (a,,) such that (aijl = 
bij, 1 < i, i < n, i # j, the following property: All the eigenvalues of A 
belong to the union of the N regions 
12 - aiii < pi, iES, 
(5 - a,,1 3 pi, i E s. 
Under these conditions there exists a permutation 4, such that 4(i) = i if 
and only if i E S, and positive numbers x1, x2,. ., x, such that 
iES, 
Proof. Consider first the two extreme cases, S = N and S = 0. If 
S = N, our theorem reduces to Theorem 1 and is thus established (in 
this case #J is the identity permutation). 
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Consider now the case S = @ (s = K). Let A = (Q) be a matrix 
such that laijl = bij, 1 < i, i < n, i # j. If pi > laiil, 1 < i < n, it 
follows that A is regular. Define the matrix B’ = (b$), where 




B’ is nonnegative and irreducible with zero elements in the main diagonal. 
It follows that, if A’ = (al?) is a matrix with Ia:,] = bij, 1 < i, j < n, 
, 
i # j, and 1 > jaicI, 1 < i < n, then A’ is regular. 
The considerations above ensure that the equimodular family 6,, is 
regular. Hence, by Theorem 4, there exists a permutation 4 and a positive 
diagonal matrix D such that B’P,D is strictly diagonally dominant. 
Denote C = B’P, = (bi,,,,) = (cij). 
As B’P,D is strictly diagonally dominant and as bi, = 0, 1 < i < n, 
it follows that 4(i) f i, 1 < i < n. Also, cI+_+) = bii = 0, 1 < i < n. 
We define now a matrix i; = (Eij) by 
i; belongs to the class 2, and i;D is a matrix with a strictly dominant and 
positive main diagonal. By Theorem 3, c is an M-matrix. The matrix 
? = - i; = ( Fij) is therefore essentially nonnegative matrix and its right 
eigenvalue V(E) is negative. 
For each .z > 0 we define the matrix E(Z) = (zcij(z)) by 
&j(Z) = 
&’ i # +-l(i) 
b j = @l(i) 
i,j=l,..., 92, 
and the matrix D(z) = (d&)) by 
1 
Z, i=i 
d,j(z) = - b&i), 
1 
i = #(i)> ;,i = 1,. . .) ?z 
b:,, i # 6 #J(i). 
We have c(O) = c and E(z) = D(z)P+, for each Z. As D(z) is irreducible 
for each z > 0, and for each z > 0 d,,(z) = z > 0, 1 < i < n, it follows 
from Lemma 1 that t(z) is irreducible for each z > 0. Also, if zS > zi > 0, 
then c(zZ) > f(~i) and c(zJ f c(z,). Applying Theorem 2, it follows 
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that v(?(z)) is, for z > 0, a strictly monotone increasing function of Z. 
For z sufficiently large, min, CiGn{ CI=i z &)} is positive, and so v(?(z)) > 
0. Since 0 > y(e) = y(c(O)) and since Y(?(z)) is a continuous function 
of Z, it follows that there exists a A, 3, > 0, such that ~(f(n)) = 0. The 
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 of c(n) is, by Theorem 2, 
positive. As E(n) is singular, it follows that D(il) is also singular and there 
exists a vector x = (xi) > 0 for which D(n)% = 0. As I&(1)1 = bij, 
1 < i, J’ < n, i # i, it follows that there exists some i for which the 
inequality 1 = ldii(n) 1 > 1 holds. Writing the singularity condition for 
D(l), we obtain 
Ax, + i bljxj - b;4cipz4cL) = 0, i = 1,. .,n. 
,=l,j#i,h(i) 
Hence 
The proof for the case S = 0 is thus completed. 
We prove now the theorem when both S and S are not empty. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that S = { 1, 2,. . , k} for some k, k < 
n - 2. (The case k = n - 1 is impossible because in this case B(s) is 
the 1 x 1 zero submatrix; and this contradicts our assumption that 
B(S) contains a positive diagonal). 
Let A be an n x n matrix satisfying laiil = lbijl, 1 < i, i < n, i # j, 
laiil > pi for 1 < i ,( k and pi > jaiil for i 3 k + 1. It follows that A 
is regular. Define the matrix B’ = (blj) as above. If A’ = (aij) satisfies 
la;,1 = bli, 1 ,( i, j < n, i # y’, and l&j > 1 for 1 < i < k, 1 > 1& for 
i > k + 1, then it is regular. 
We define now the matrix B,’ = (bij(p)) for each ,U > 1 by 
&(,4 = I 
b:j, i#i 
I 
,u, i = j, l<i<k i,i = 1 ,. .I n 
0 i = j, k+l<i<n 
Obviously, iB,&. is regular for each ,U > 1. There exists a permutation 
$, and a positive diagonal matrix D, such that Bu’P$ D, 
P 
is strictly 
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diagonally dominant. We shall prove that 4U is independent of ,u. By the 
remark following Theorem 4, the permutation $, corresponding to ,u is 
unique. Choose now any point ,~i, ,~i > 1. As the strict inequality (2) 
is satisfied for $p, and Bi,, it follows that the collection of all the ,U’S 
corresponding to +,,, is an open set. If it is the half-line {z: z > l}, we 
have finished. Hence suppose that is not the half-line. Therefore there 
exist a point ,us, ps > 1, such that $U, # $e, and points zi, z~,. . cor- 
responding to +,, such that limi_, zi = ,u~. Since to +lr, also corresponds 
an open region, at least one point zi belongs to q5,,, and &,, a contradiction 
to the uniqueness. Therefore to each p > 1 corresponds the same permuta- 
tion, denoted 4. 
We prove now that 4(i) = i if and only if 1 < i < k. Indeed, b:,(p) = 0 
for i 3 K + 1. Since B,‘P,D, is strictly diagonally dominant, it follows 
that d(i) f i for i 3 k + 1. On the other side, B,‘(S) contains a positive 
diagonal. Hence there exists a permutation 6 defined on 3, with 4(i) f i 
for each i 3 k + 1 and such that nyE=k+, b;,-,,,(p) > 0. Let $ be a 
permutation defined on N and such that $(i) = i, 1 < i < k, and z,!~(i) = 
&i), k + 1 < i < n. The product of elements in the diagonal corresponding 
to $J is pk nr==k,., b&,(,u) > 0. This product tends to infinity as ,U + CQ. 
The permutation 4, being independent of ,u, must satisfy inequality (2) for 
B,‘. Therefore the product of elements in the diagonal of B,’ corresponding 
to $ must contain the factor ,uk, and this is possible only if 4(i) = i, 
1 <i < k. Thus 4(i) = i if and only if 1 < i < k. 
From now on the proof is very similar to the proof given for the case 
S = 0. For each ,U > 1 we define C, = (Q&J)) = B,‘P,. 
Obviously, c~+_+)(,u) = 0 for i 3 k + 1. The matrix C, = (Fij(p)), 
defined by 
is an M-matrix. Therefore the matrix c, = - C, = (‘c<,(p)) is essentially 
nonnegative and y(c,) < 0. For any nonnegative z we define a matrix 
c=,(z) = (cij(iu> 2)) by 
r 
ci3, i # 6’6) 
cij(p, 2) = z - p, j = +-l(i) = i, 1 <i < k i,j=l ,. ., fl, 
Z, j=+l(;)fi k+l<i<n 
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and a matrix D,(z) = (d&u, z)) by 
j = i, l<i<h 
j = i, hS_l<i<n 
j = 4(i), k + 1 < i < n 
i,?‘= l,.. .) 92, 
otherwise. 
It is easy to see that c,(O) = c, and that c,(z) = D,(z)P+ for each 
z 3 0. When z > 0, then &(,u, z) = z for each i 3 k + 1; hence, since 
D,(z) is irreducible, it follows from Lemma 1 that c,(z) is irreducible. 
Take now a ,u, p > 1. Using a continuity argument similar to this above, 
it follows that there exists a positive number 1, such that ~(c,(l,)) = 0. 
Hence D,(A,) is singular, and the eigenvector corresponding to the eigen- 
value 0 is positive. 
We choose now p = 2 and prove that As 3 1. Indeed, if 1 > &, then 
- 1 > 1s - 2. Hence 12s - 21 > 1. Since [d&, &)I = bi,, 1 < i, j 6 
W, i # j, it follows that D,(&) is regular, a contradiction. Therefore 
1s 3 1. There exists a vector x = (xi), x > 0, such that D,(&)x = 0. 
Hence 
i b;,xj = (2 - /I&Q < xi, i=l,...,k, 
j-l,j#r 
or 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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